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Residu~l stresses influence the strength o~ columns
to an extent dependent upon their magnitude and distribu~
tion in the cross section. The basic strength of struc~
tural steel columns may be expressed in terms of the tangent
modulus. An unfavorable distribution of residual,. stresses
can reduce the tangent modulus qui te considerably, la·wering
the column strength.
·Depending upon the size of the individual plates and
upon the weld si~e, the residual stresses in a welded built-
up section approach the yield value for the steel; and the
column strength may be considerably reduced for the medium
slenderness ratios (from 70 to 90). For the welded H~shape
this reduction from the yield stress level can be as much
as 60%, as compared to,30% for an equivalent ~olled shape.
Therefore it might be expected that the welded box shape J
with beneficial tensile residual stress at the edges, will
prove a more economical design where a welded built-up
column .is desired.
The reduced and tangent modulus concept~, as modified·
by the presence of residual stress, may be regarded as the
upper and lower bounds for column strength. The· tangent
modulus concept provides a simple, conservative, yet theo~
retically correct basis for column curves.
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I. INTRO'DUCTION
--1
A research .project on the "Influence of Residual
stress on Column strength and the Mechanical Properties
of Rolled Sha,pes tf has been in progress at Lehigh University
under the guidance of the Column Research Council~ The
project was carried out as part of the Council's study o~
the relationship between material properties and the
strength of columns, and the first pronouncement of the
Council was its Tech~ical Memorandum No. 1 entitled
"THE BASIC COLUMN FORMULA". (1) This memorandum states
that the critical or ultimate failure load of a column is
given by the equation
()
cr-
71
2 4
(I< L)2
l -;:--
( 1)
This ~ormula cannot be applied to steel columns if the
stress~strain relationship is determined from a small
coupon cut from the section. It was shown that residual
stresses might account :Lor di.fferences in column strength
as much as 30% below that which would be inferred from
coupon tests~
steel column strength depends upon the stress-strain
relationship~ The latter, in turn, is dependent upon two
ilnportant .fElctors; these @Lt~Je% (a) the TIlagni tude and
distribution of residual stre~ses, and (b) the basic yield
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stress level of the material. Therefore, the objectives
of the investigation at Lehigh University included a
determination of residual stresses in columns, and the
development of methods of predicting the influence of
these residual stresses on column strengtho
The program included tension tests of coupons of the
type performed in the mill, compression tests of stub columns
(short lengths of full cross~seetional area), and column
te'sts. For the same shapes, residual stresses were measured
by the sectioning teohnique. Theories were developed ~or
.predicting column strength, and from the measurements made,
it was possible to obtain a correlation with the theory.
Maximum strength column formulas could then be written. The
program was concerned primarily with rolled wide~flange
shapes of ASTM Designation A7 structural steel. References 2,
3 and 4 give a summary of the investigation and contain rer-
erences to speci:fie aspects of the program on centrally
loaded columns~ Reference 5 considers eccentrically loaded
columns.
It is the purpose of this report to consider the insta-
bility of axially loaded columns containing residual stresses.
The theory is shown for the general case and then applied to
specific cases of engineering application. Exper1~ental
results are also included.
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II ~ GENERAL THEORY
For axially loaded columns free from residual stress
iIlstability occurs when the ECtler load Fe or the tangent
modulus load Pt is reached depending on the slenderness
ratio and the stress=strain curve of the material. (6 J 7)
The upper and lower limits for column strength are defined
by the redttced modultlS and the ,tangent modulus respec=>
t1_velyo
The tan,gent modulus concept assumes that no strain
reversal takes place on the convex side of the bent column
when it passes from the straight form to the adjacent
de.fleeted configuration. The reduced modulus concept
assumes that strain reversal of the fibers will take
place on the convex side of the bent column when it passes
from the straight to the deflected configuration.{6) Since
the tangent modulus load gives the bifurcation point at
which an initially s'traight co,lumn starts to bend, it can
be re'garded as the lower lim! t of colunm s tre~gtll. The
reduced modulus load, which can only be attained if the
colunm ls suppol~·ted. up to the load, may be regarded as ,the
u,pper limit of column s'trength since-,~,it as'sumes no further
increase in load il The ul timate"load ;'j of a column has been
shown to Jwie somewhere between these two limits. (6,7)
Consideration will now be given to these moduli as applied
to columns containing residual stresseso
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An initially straight column, either rolled or built-
up from plates by welding, will be considered. The deri~
va.tions to be made will bE! based on the foll.owj~11g assump-
tionsg
1. plane sections .remain pl~ne after deformation
2. both the cross section and the residual stpess
distribution have axial symmetry
3. residual stresses are constant along each
·fiber of the material
4. each fiber in the cross section of the material
follows the same stress-strain law
5. the stress-strain curve for each fiber is
'co~pletely general.· (Specific curves are con'"
sidered 'afterwards.)
6. the load is axially applied
7. the ends of the column are pinned.
The cross section of an H~shaped column containing
assumed residual strains is shown in,Fig. l(a). Upon
loading, the axial strains increase until the bifurcation
condition is reached. As with the derivation of the Euler
differential equation, equilibrium is considered for the
bent position, .equating external and internal moments.
From Fig. I(d) the external moment. is:
M (2)
Because of~ the syrrunetr.;y oil stresses, the i11ternal
moment is due OI1:Ly to t11.e infinitesimal bending stresses 6(f,
Fig. l(b), which arise at the instant o~ bifurcation.
(The derivation at this stage is not limited to bending
about any particular axis.) The internal moment, then,
(3)M == !L1a-. X. dA
t1
The infinitesimal bending stress.A (J is a f'unction o.f the
is
curvature ¢, the applied average stress ~er' the residual
stress cr and the stress~strain curve. For any fiber
r
t. III
where E is a function of the applied and residual stresses,
which function would be obtained as a result of ass~p~
tion 1. E varies from point to point across the section~
Relating strain to curvature
E. rp. e
where e is the distance of the fiber from the position
wnere the infinitesimal bending strain is zero. ~ ~ is
infinitesimal and is applied to a £iber already at a stress
or f(~cr + ~r)e Fig. lee) shows Et and E, and represents
the stress strain curve fOl? an individua:l fi1:re'r.
E~uations 3 and 4 lead to
All rpJE. e · X · dA
J4
rj). £ . I
, Mod
(5)
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where
£ ;J
fnow
If ......
-;- E. e. )(. dA
1 11
(6)
Equating the moments for equilibrium,
M Au ¢. ~ocl' I
which leads to
d 2u. + P 0-- ~L£d1!' ~od]
The solution of this equation may be expressed in the
()
cr
Next, consideration will be given to the evaluation of
E dt'mo
a. Tangent Modulus Concept
In accordance with the tangent modulus concept no
unloading. of fibers is assumed to take place at the instant
of bifurcation. Then, from Fig~ l(b) with e = x + b/2,
Eqe 4 becomes
- I bE. p. (x + 2:)
and substitution into Eq~ 6 leads to Ei , the effective
modulus,
(8 )
£
l.
(9 )
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and the column equation based, ,on the tangent modulus
conce,pt
a
cl' (10)
Equation 10 was der,ived by Osgood, reference 8 ..
b~ Reduced Modulus Concep!
In accordance with the reduced modulus con~ept un-
loading of fibers takes place. For simplicity a rectangular
cross section will be assumed. In this case, since the
,bending entails both an unloading of some fibers and a
loading of other fibe~s in the cross section, the neutral
axis shifts to maintairi equilibrium. Fig. 2(a) shows these
different moduli at a fiber stress of f(cr + cr ) ~
cr r
The position of the neutral axis can be obtained from
the condition of equilibrium of the cross section
fl<Jo dAfJ P 0 (11)
:.4
Making the assumptions ShOlYn in Fig. 2(a) that
E(a)
£((})
E'
£(0)
for A (J > 0 , loading
for L1 a <:.. 0, unloading
then, using Figs. 2(a) and (b) , with e = y, Eq. 4 becomes
4(J E. rp,y for fibers loading
and [-(0). cpo fjLlCY for fibers unloading
, .. 0- ( 12)
220.A~ J,5
Substitution into Eq•. 6 leads ~bo E , the. raeduc'ed modulus
rx
modif:i.ed~ by residual stresses,
. ' 6 d '
+ £(o)(ru~ dx. dy'
'JJJ,~b 0 '
;f e _. ( 13 )
B.nd the column equation based on t,he reduced'modulus
concept
, Whenever the stress<=>strain relat~onshlp is non-linear
the superposition of stresses no longer holds. A solution
would have to sa~isfy the condition that plane sections
remain 'plane~ From this condition the final stress dis-
tribution would be obtained, .snd it would then be theo-
retically possible to solve Eqs. 9- or 13~ ,Actually, for
a stress~strain curve like Fig. 1(0), the solution is.
quite involved~ I-Iowe,ver, when the stressc=;ostrain relation-..
ship 'may be idealized as shown in Fig. 3, the solution may
be obtained.
III. JDEAkIZED S!RESS~S±'BltIN RELATI~ONSHIP
A COll1IJaratively simple sorlution for column instabili~y
nitty be obtftl:rlEH..1 'ivhe11 e\TeI~Y fll)er ill the cross section has an
idealized elastio-plastic stress~strain relationship, Fig. 3.
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The stress<=strain curve is idealized so that
F(o-) T for (J'< (Yft."-....
arld
rJ
"rtJ[-(rJ) 0 for (5-= cr (15)
a. ~t Modulus Concept, H-sect~
Using Eq. 15, Eq_ 9 becomes
(16)
[Ie
1£i
t'£ / 2 ~ A
""I. X dl'1
'-A
~
where Ae and Ie are the area and the moment of inertia of
the portion of the section that is still elastic. Realizing
that the yielded portion of a structural shape offers no
additional reaistance to bending, (9) the buckling strength
is then a function of the moment of inertia of the elastic
part;~ Equations 10 and 16 give t"he critical stress for a
pin~end column as
(17
The solution of Eq. 17 to obtain the column cu~ve requires
the function relating Ie to ~cr. This can be carried out
by either of two methods: one is based on the assumed or
measured residual stress distribution in the cross section;
the other makes use of the stress-strain relationship
obtained f!~Oln a stub COlUUJ11 test &
220A.35 -=10
Residual stress Method
The process or yielding in the cross section due to
the load will be dependent upon the residual stress
distribution. Considering a H~section, the following
equations are based on the assumption of a parabolic dis~
tribution which is generally the case for rolled H~shapes
of structural steelo(lO) This distribution is given by
(J
rX (~)2. 10- _" 0-) +b ('rc ~D
( 2.hY )2. (a;.o - ()rw) + <Yrw (18)
,The terms are defined in Fig. 4, which also shows the
residual stress distribution and the yielded portions
of the cross section&
(19)• <' •
(f
ave
The average stress on the yielded cross section is
6
"1
where Xo and Yo define the yielded portions. The relation-
ship between Xo and Yo follows from rrrxo = rrryo and
J (20)
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The effective moments of inertia. ar~e
=11
The ,procedure for solut:ton of the column equation is
UE\ follows ~ an assumption for x.o is made:J and then Yo may
be obtained from Eq~ 200 These values are used in Eqs. 19
and 21 from which Eq. 17 may be solved for L/r.
The limiting condition for which yielding may occur
only in the flanges or only in the web may be derived from
the above Eqs. 19, 20 and 21. In such cases, no assumption
is required for the shape of the residual stress distribu-
tion, the equations being independent of them.
"stub Column". Method
When the residual stress distribution is not available,
computation of col~mn curves may be carried out making use
of a stress~strain curve from a stub column test. It 1s
compar8~tively silnple i,f yielding in the web is neglected,
The stress~strain curve obtained from a stub column test
reflects the presence of the residual stresses. Its length
is sl.lfficierltl~y small to preve11t .failure as a column, but
long enough to co'tltail1 tl:le SS.1ne residl1al s"eress pattern. that
exists in the~column itself. The stub column curve shows
a stress~strain relationship for the co~plete cross
section, and the proportional limit 1s reached when
~.= ~y - ~r' Fig. 3. For convenience the distribution of
.yielding in th'e cross section may be cc:nsidered to be of
the following three categories~ yielding in flanges onlY9
yielding in web only, and yielding in both web and flanges
simultaneousl:l~
For yielding in the flanges only and assuming that
the web does not yield, or that when it does, the flanges
have completely yielded, then(ll)
[ [L~x A~. ~ fAw.,E (~£t)
lx 4 f1f+ 1if
~ E'f;~ l~[~1 .- 1~J3 ... (22)
As has been shown by test(2,lO) the gl">eat majority" of
H~shapes satisfy these conditions 0 Furthermore, the in=
fluence of web yielding is not too pronounced.
With the a.bove sin~plif·icat:tons, the measurement of the
tangent modu]~us a~t any cl1.osen stl~ess on the stub column
curve enables direct solution of Eqo 17.
Equations for the other two categories of cross~
section yielding are given in reference 12~
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be ~angent and Reduced Modulus Concepts,
Rectangular Section
=-13
If an axially loaded column of rectangular cross
section is considered, then it is possible to make a quan~
ti ta'tive co~parison of the tangent and reduced modulus
concepts ..
For a rectangular shape, A = 0, and the strong~ and
'. c w
weak-axis directions are interchanged from those for the
H-section. These axes are shown in Fig. 5(a). A parabolic
distribution is assumed for the residual stress, such that
er
r (23)
Since there is no web, the assun~tions for Eq. 22 hold
true, so that, with the tangent modulus concept
[ [«1)3
lX
E E('J t
It may be sho"v"1n that(9,11)
,(24)
£
t (25)
so that Eqs. 24 become
,E
tx
(26)
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The av~rage stress* in th~,column above the proportional
limit for the stub column stress-=strain curve, that is, at
a level where some yielding has taken place, Fig. 5(a), 1s
d
Ae 2- bl:2 J~ 0; -- 7/" o;j ---- A a; Cij
(> !:1() + 2 () (.?!:J~~3 tJ (27)
~ ro d /
for () ~ () + 2 a-
~ ro
which, by substitution into Eqso 26 leads to final expres~
slona for the effective moduli
[
'-x
[
(.!J
(28)
With the reduced modulus concept Eq. 13 reduces to
£
rx
cl
io )2cLy +jr~- f +- %o)2 dJ
o
• •• (29)
'acco~ding to the detail given in Figo 5(b). Figure 5(b) shows
the centroidal axis N, and Nt, the neutral axis shifted from N~
It will be noted that the loading stresses of the reduced
modulu~ concept do not act over the complete cross section
which is defined by d~ and d~. From axial equilibrium of the
~~ The sign con1rerltion is the usual one: compressive stresses
negative, tensils stresses positive~ Consistent with this
convention, ne 't:J:,re V'~lue8 are be 3ubat!tuted for cry.
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infinitesimal bending stresses, and since Et =
the loading and unloading of stresses, then di
E(o) = E for
d U
d Yo
= = +-2 4 2 0
Equations 27 and 29 fina'lly lead to
£
rx
E
r:J
E.
'-!i
(30)
Figure 6(b) shows a plot of Eqs. 28 and 30 for ~y = 40 ksi,
~ro = 10 ksi and ~rc = 20 ksi, with the stress-strain curve
shown in Fig. 6 (a) 0 Equations 10 a.nd 14 giva the, solution
for the column curves and these have been plotted in Fig. 6(c).
It may seen that the ultimate column strengths calculated from
the reduced modulus concept are upper bounds, and those calcu-
lated from the tangent modulus concept are lower bounds. It
would be expected that the reduced modulus and tangent modulus
c'oncepts also define the upper and lower limits res,pectively
for H-shaped columns containing residual stresses.
Similar eq11ations for the modified moduli ,may be obta.ined
for stress~strain relationships other than idealizedo Studies
not yet published show that for the logarithmic curve the
modult1.Sil
220A.35
IVit TEST RESULTS AND COLUMN CURVE APPROXIMATIONS
c=16
Referring to Figo 6(0) it will be noticed that the curve
.for buckl~ng in the "weak" direG}t,icn is approximately parabolic
in shape and for buckling in the ftstrong" direction the Cllrve
may be approximated by a straight lineo This is for the tangent
modulus concept~ This is als~ a good approximation for rolled
shapes, (13) except that the "strong" and "weak" axes are inter=
changed.
Figure 7 shows the column curve approximations, as well as
the results of colmnn tests on rolled H-shapes varying in size
from 4WF13 to 14WFlll. All data has been adjusted to the same
basic values of ~Y' E and ~~ for all the tests. (The determi=
nation of ~p reflects the evaluation of the measurement of com-
pressive residual stresses at the flange tips of H-shapes
varying from 4" to 36 n in de.ptha) It may be seen that curves
for colmm1 strength based on the tangent modulus method modi~
fied by the presence of residual stress reflect actual condi~
tions and afford a realistic basis for the development or
design curves.
VqJ BUILT~~UPMEMBERS
In a pilot investigation it was shown that riveted
built~up columns were stronger than comparable rolled
{ .~ i 'J 1
Huooshapes ~ 'i. ~~i.'i~ .,' tfl1is is ~bet.~allse the ~t:es idual stress magni<=
tude and distribution was more favorable. Welded built~up
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pal~ti·cularly tensile residual stresses ,,' For H<=sha.ped
. members the c0ln:pressive residual. stresses may also be high.
The high residual stresses are due to the welding which
sets up thermal and residual stresses due to the differ~
ential cooling effect. (10) The magnitude and distribution
of welding residual stresses is markedly in~luenced by the
geometry of the cross section, and to a lesser extent by
tIle material and thermal properties of the steel. Figure 8
shows residual stresses in a welded H~shaped member. As
would be expected, tensile stresses in the vincinity of the
weld approach the yield point. Compressive stresses at
flange tips were about 20 ksio
The results of pilot tests, WI, W2 and W3 (Fig. 9)
indicated that the stl"en,gth of welded built-u.p columns
could be predicted satisfactorily, knowing the distribution
of res~dual stresses.
It is evident from a comparison of Figs. 7 and 9 that
these particular welded H-=sha,ped columns showed a greater
reduction in column strength than the corresponding rolled
sha.pes Q This is dl1e mainly to the welding ,process which
Catv3es very high compressive resid11s1 stresses to be set
up on the flange tips, stresses which may be twice as high
as those i:n t.he cOlupa.rable rolled sha.pe ~ The higher com--
pressive residual strosses infer that more of the section
reaches the yield stress ~t, a lower load, so that less of
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the section is capable of resisting bending, the yielded
section playing no further role in resisting bending. (9)
other shapes, however, may well show a quite different
result. For example, a welded box shape, edge welded from
four plates, has tensile residual stresses rormed at the
edgeso It would be expected that these stresses would en~
£~,ble the shape to resist bending longer, although this would
depend on the residual stress distribution and hence on the
plate and weld sizes. The general conclusion may be drawn
that certain shapes will be stronger and more economical
than others, and investigations are continuing on this line.
~VI. S~RY
141 A solution for column inst~bil1.ty can be found for
axially loaded columns containing an axially symmetric
residual stress disty'i.bution. The solution may be in
terms of the ta.ngent modulus concept of column buck--
ling, or in -terms of ~the reduced modulus concept.
(Section I1&)
2~ The strength of axially loaded columns may be ex-
pressed in terms of the tangent modulus Et , (Fig. 7).
This modulus depends upon the state of residual stress
in the nlembeT~, wl'1:lch stress may be introduced during
fabrication operations.
220A-.35 -.19
30 For columns containing residual stresses, the reduced
and tangent modulus concepts give upper and lower
limits for column strength, (Fig. 5). This has been
shown for the rectangular cross section, and it would
be expected that this would be true for any cross
section.
i4~6 Columns built-u.p by weldin,g may contain tensile
residual stresses close to the yield point, (Fig. 8).
The co~pressive residual stresses may be higher or
lower than those that form due to cooling, depending
on the geometry of the cross section. Although tests
of H~shaped welded members exhibit a strength that is
comparatively less than that of a corresponding
H-shape, (Pigc 9)j it might be expected that welded
columns of box cross section would have a strength
comparable to that of the corresponding rolled member.
VII. NOMENCLATU".Flli
A cross-sectional area
A
e
area of cross section that is ,elastic
Af area of both flanges of a WF shape
A web area
w
b width of H~shape
d depth of H~shape and of rectangular cross
sect:l.on
220A.35
d1 , d2
e
E
Et = E(<1)
E
Ei
~x
f
I
Ie
KL/r
L/r
M
p
P
e
Pt
Py
u
x,y
cr
(fer
rrr
tTrc
trrw
-20
distances from neutral axis
fiber distance from axis of bending
Young's modulus of elasticity'
tangent modulus
tangent modulus at the fiber stress
effective modulus} tangent modulus concept
modified reduced modulus, reduced modulus
conce.pt
function of •. 0
moment of inertia
moment of inertia of the unyielded (elastic)
part
effective slenderness ratio
~lenderness ratio
moment
applied axial load
Euler buckling load for pin~end column
tangent modulus load
axial load corresponding to yield stress
across entire section
deflection of column from the straight
position
d.irections ~or flexural axes,
stress
applied average maximum stress on a column
I'esidual stress
residual stress at flange tips
residual stress at web center
220A.35
(f
'ro
residual stress at flange centers
yield stress level, the average stress
in the plastic range
infinitesimal bending stress
curvature"
~21
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